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Spotify: Dor Ben Lulu | Borden Lulu

"Console" project - composition and
production as part of a Jerusalem creative
project - 2021

Performing music for the theater - the
play ‘The Son of the Shekhtars’ - production
for Beit Mazia - 2021

Composing and producing personal
songs for children - for the rehabilitation
hospital "Reut" - 2019-2021

Playing at the Entrada festival for
contemporary music in Romania - an
ensemble conducted by Dr. Doron Kaufman -
2017-2018

Education
Master's degree in environmental studies
- Porter School - Tel Aviv University
2020-2022

Bachelor's degree in music -Jazz
Performance and composition - Jerusalem
Academy of Music and Dance -2017-2020

Studies at the 'Rimon' school -
majoring in jazz performance -2016-2017

Private guitar and composition lessons
- Selva Ganlin, Mordi Farber, Yossi Levy,
Elon Turgeman, Steve Pskoff and more -
2005-2022

Musical experience

Artlist - composing, playing and producing music for the
media - today-2022

Playing, recording and performing in various
ensembles
- Shahar Gutman, Tamar Philosof, Umahgoma, Amit Zafarir,
Amitai Mann and more. Joint performances with Alon
Olearchik, Yehu Yaron, Uzi Fox. - 2015-present

‘Playground’ project - composition and recording of a
joint work with Amitai Man - 2023-2024

Album recording - Greatest Hits - Production,
composition, recording and mixing for the album: Greatest
Hits - Dor Ben Lulu - 2021-2022

‘Moon Cinema’ project - playing in the project of the
artist Amitai Man - 2022

Album recording - There was a glaring absence -
production, composition, recording and mixing an album with
the artist Tamir Klein - 2022

Creating a sound installation - Becoming Plastic -
for an exhibition by the artist Jacaranda Kori - 2022

Composition and Sound Design for the animated
film 'The Building on Hatzel Street 9'
2022

Composing and designing a soundtrack for the
animated film ' Soapless Soap'
2021

Guitarist in the band Watch for whales - creation,
performances and recording with the band Watch for whales -
2019-2022
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